NEW Revolutionary Sponges Are Here
A New Breed of Positioning Sponges
Positioning sponges - all technologists use them but they aren’t without their faults. The biggest problem is the artifacts they leave
behind during the imaging process. Of course, the sponges you find that leave less artifacts (usually non-vinyl) are difficult to clean
and usually aren’t completely artifact-free. So you’re generally left choosing between two undesirable situations. Techno-Aide is
pleased to announce their brand new positioning sponges - the first and only of their kind. Non-vinyl, artifact-free sponges with a
coating that makes cleaning easy! (*Mind blown*) These revolutionary radiology positioning aids are designed specifically for
the imaging process. We’re so proud to represent the only manufacturer in the world presenting these amazing sponges.
Less Artifacts, Happier Radiologists!
In radiology imaging, artifacts rear their ugly heads way too often and it is simply pawned off as a part of
the imaging process. But it doesn’t have to be a part of the imaging process any longer. By eliminating the
positioning sponges as a source of these artifacts, you’ll effectively be making your job and the radiologist’s
job much easier.
Reduce the Need For Repeat Testing
How many times have you performed an imaging test and seen an artifact left behind by the sponge? It’s a
far-too-common problem. In addition to the costs and time needed to perform a repeat testing, the worry
and anxiety of a patient is equally troubling. Cutting down on repeat examinations is a top priority of any
imaging facility. This is why you are going to love these new positioning sponges. No artifacts...at all. See ya
later, repeat testing.
Make Your Environment a Friendly One
Depending on the circumstances, an imaging procedure can induce anxiety in patients. Do you know what
helps calm anxiety? All things mint. Our new sponges are mint green which, in addition to being an
awesome color and aesthetically pleasing, has been shown to be a color of calmness and reassurance.
See...we aren’t making this stuff up. If you’re not interested in the psychology of colors, you’ll still love the
fresh design of the mint green sponges.
Trust us, after trying these amazing sponges, you will not go back to your older set of positioning aids. These sponges are the best of
both worlds and will make your life so much easier. We are happy to be introducing this new product to the world! Give us a call today to order your NEW artifact-free positioning sponges manufactured exclusively by Techno-Aide.

Several styles & sizes to choose from...

